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ABSTRACT
Much hydrogen penetrates from a container wall surface when a petroleum-refining reactor operates under
high temperature and pressurized hydrogen environmental condition. Major part of the hydrogen remains
in the wall for a long time during cooling process when the reactor is out of operation, which results in the
inducement of peculiar delayed fracture. In this paper, the proposed analytical method on hydrogen
diffusion and concentration around a crack tip was applied to this phenomenon and the mechanism of this
behavior was clarified.

1 INTRODUCTION
Much hydrogen penetrates from a container wall surface,when a petroleum-refining reactor
operates under high temperature and pressurized hydrogen environment condition. Major part of
the hydrogen remains in the wall for a long time during cooling process when the reactor is out
of operation, which results in the inducement of delayed fracture. [1,2]
However the experimental research of such hydrogen embrittlement is technically difficult at
the point of the method of enclosing hydrogen in a specimen and maintaining its state during
experiment.
Recently, using a large specimen, the test method of hydrogen embrittlement under the state
of maintaining the initial residual hydrogen distribution has been proposed. [3]
By adopting this test method, the experimental research of hydrogen embrittlement was
conducted for time sequential deteriorated Cr-Mo-V steel in the 1960’s (petroleum refining
reactor materials). [2,3] The yield stress of this material takes 500 ~ 600 MPa. Due to previous
theoretical results, [4-6] the value of yield stress was found to exist in the region of not so strong
sensitivity of hydrogen embrittlement. Furthermore the experimental results of hydrogen
embrittlement for this material show that peculiar fracture behavior occurs depending on applied
stress rate. [3]
In this paper, the proposed analytical method on hydrogen diffusion and concentration around
a crack tip [4-6] was applied to this phenomenon mentioned above and the mechanism of this
peculiar fracture behavior was clarified.
2 PHYSICAL MODEL AND BASIC EQUATION
The basic equation of hydrogen diffusion is essentially same as that of previous paper [4-6] and
it is written by Eq. (1) with the addition of a stress induced diffusion, [7,8]
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where C is hydrogen concentration , D is diffusion constant ( D =12.7×10-11 m2/s[9,10]), R is
universal gas constant (8.314 Nm/molK), T is absolute temperature, t is time, ∆V is partial
molar volume of hydrogen in the alloy considered (2×10-6 m3/mol)[9,10], σ p is hydrostatic
stress.
Local elastic stress field around a crack tip is given by Eq. (2), [11]
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where ν is Poisson’s ratio, K is stress intensity factor, σ 0 is gross stress.
Local plastic stress filed around a crack tip is given by Eq. (3) [4,5] based on Hill’s equation,
[12]
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The basic equations for hydrogen diffusion and concentration around a crack tip are given by
Eqs. (4) and (5) in the elastic and plastic region respectively.
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Applied stress increases with increase in the time of stress application during loading process
as shown in Eq. (6),
σ = σ& R t
(6)
where σ& R is the applied loading rate. Correspondingly, the plastic region increases as is shown
in Eq. (7),
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where rY is the distance of elastic - plastic boundary from a crack tip.
The position of elastic plastic boundary was reset at the mesh point of finite difference
element corresponding to the increase in rY . The numerical accuracy of the determination of
rY was kept less than 10-4. Yield stress, σ y is given by Eq. (8), [9.10]
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where PC is plastic constraint coefficient, σ ys is uniaxial tensile yield stress. Physical model
ys

is shown in Fig.1.

ys

Fig. 1 Physical model of elastic-plastic local
stress field around a crack tip

Fig. 2 Physical model of hydrogen
penetration

3 RESULTS OF ANALYSES AND COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
3.1 Hydrogen embrittlement and cracking for a cracked specimen under hydrogen atmospheric
and constant stress rate conditions
To simulate the hydrogen atmospheric condition, hydrogen is assumed to penetrate from both of
crack surface free boundary and outer boundary as shown in Fig.2.
Eq. (9) is adopted as a function of hydrogen penetration, [5,6]
C c (t ) = (C c max − C 0 ){1 − exp( −η t )} + C 0 ,
(9)
where Cc max is maximum hydrogen emission concentration in the region of its penetration,
C 0 is initial hydrogen concentration. η is a constant.
Using the same material constants as those of petroleum refining reactor, numerical results of
hydrogen concentration behaviors obtained by this analysis are shown in Figs 3 and 4 under low
and high stress rate conditions respectively.

Fig. 3 Hydrogen distribution under low Fig. 4 Hydrogen distribution under high
stress rate condition for a cracked specimen stress rate condition for a cracked specimen

Under low stress rate condition, penetration of hydrogen from outer surface typically occurs
and hydrogen distribute through whole region.
On the other hand, under high stress rate condition, hydrogen localizes and concentrates at the
elastic plastic boundary.

The comparison of these numerical results with experimental results of CT specimens for time
sequential deteriorated Cr-Mo-V steel in the 1960’s [3] was conducted. The experimental results
．
show that under low stress rate condition ( K=0.005 MPa m /s), intergranular cracking takes
．
major part of whole fracture surface and under high stress rate condition ( K=0.05 MPa m /s),
intergranular cracking localizes around a crack tip. [3] Correspondingly to these experimental
results, fracture strength under low stress rate condition was found to remarkably decrease as
compared with that under high stress rate condition. [3] If these intergranular cracking was
considered to be caused by hydrogen embrittlement, these experimental results are in good
agreement with the results obtained by numerical analyses of hydrogen diffusion and
concentration.
From these results mentioned above, the behavior of hydrogen embrittlement for a cracked
specimen was found to be dominated by applied stress rate. The low stress rate application
causes typical hydrogen embrittlement due to the wide distribution of hydrogen as shown in
Fig.5.

(a) Acceleration rate crack growth

(b) Constant rate crack growth

Fig. 5 Hydrogen embrittlement mechanism under high and low stress rate condition

3.2 Hydrogen embrittlement and cracking for a smooth specimen under hydrogen atmospheric
and constant stress rate conditions
For a smooth specimen, hydrogen embrittlement cracking was considered to be originated from
a trigger point in the material. [13] Therefore, in this paper, as the physical model of numerical
analysis, a pre-existent crack was adopted corresponding to a trigger point and hydrogen was
assumed to penetrate from outer surface as shown in Fig.6.

Fig. 6 Physical model of hydrogen penetration
toward a pre existent crack for a smooth specimen

Numerical results were shown in Figs.7 and 8. Under low stress rate condition, hydrogen, which
penetrates from outer surface, at first diffuses to the vicinity of a crack tip. The tip of hydrogen
distribution goes back, corresponding to the increase in elastic – plastic boundary due to the
increase in applied stress.

Fig. 7 Hydrogen distribution under low
stress rate condition for a smooth specimen

Fig. 8 Hydrogen distribution under high
stress rate condition for a cracked specimen

In this case, the distance between a crack tip and the tip of hydrogen distribution, that is the
region without hydrogen defined by hydrogen free zone is very small.
Under high stress rate condition, on the other hand, hydrogen penetration from outer surface is
not so remarkable and large hydrogen free zone exists. Experimental results of hydrogen
embrittlement for smooth specimen show that a trigger point is a non metallic inclusion and
quasi cleavage fracture at first occurs from a trigger point accompanied by intergranular fracture
due to hydrogen embrittlement. [13] However, under low stress rate condition, intergranular
cracking takes major area of whole fracture surface. [13] In the numerical results of this paper, if
quasi cleavage and intergranular fracture occur in the hydrogen free zone and in the region of
hydrogen distribution respectively, this numerical result well predict the experimental results of
hydrogen embrittlement for a smooth specimen. [13] Furthermore, the behavior of hydrogen
embrittlement for a smooth specimen was also found to be dominated by applied stress rate as
well as that for a cracked specimen as is shown in §3.1. The fracture mechanism of hydrogen
embrittlement for a smooth specimen was illustrated as shown in Fig.9.

Fig. 9 The fracture mechanism of hydrogen embrittlement for a smooth specimen

4 CONCLUSION
The analyses of hydrogen diffusion and concentration behavior under hydrogen atmospheric
condition were conducted and the following conclusions were obtained.
1) The behavior of hydrogen embrittlement for a cracked specimen is dominated by applied
stress rate. Low stress rate application causes typical hydrogen embrittlement due to the
wide distribution of hydrogen, which results in the decrease in fracture toughness. On the
other hand, high stress rate application causes localization of hydrogen embrittlement
around a crack tip due to localization of hydrogen distribution around a crack tip.
2) For a smooth specimen, hydrogen free zone exists between a crack tip and the tip of
hydrogen distribution, where quasi cleavage fracture occurs. Under low stress rate condition,
hydrogen free zone is very small and hydrogen well penetrates from outer surface which
results in wide area of intergranular fracture due to hydrogen embrittlement. On the other
hand, under high stress rate condition, hydrogen free zone becomes large, typical quasi
cleavage fracture accompanied by interguanular fracture can be clearly observed.
3) Concussions in 1) and 2) are well predicted by numerical analyses of hydrogen diffusion
and concentration and those behaviors are sensitive to applied stress rate.
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